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“What’s Wrong with Law Enforcement?”

Today’s issues emerging in society has shifted the focus and overall role of law 
enforcement and the way in which they must respond accordingly.  Issues such as 
abductions, acts of terrorism, traffic accidents, and vehicular homicide have 
required more effective and efficient methods to hinder crimes. 



“How Can Drones Aid Law Enforcement?”
Drones are becoming one of law enforcement’s biggest allies in criminal investigation and supporting laws 
of our judicial system.  It’s safe to consider drones are a “new-age” method that will eventually transition 
technology beyond computers and the collection of data. 



                      “ 5 Uses of Drones in Law Enforcement” “
1. Active Shooter Situation

➤ provide a bird’s eye view of a critical situation for quick response

    2. Crime & Traffic Accident Scene Analysis

➤ assess crime and accident scenes of various sizes for forensic experts to adequately process the scene

   3. Surveillance

➤ allows viewing of prolonged activity in a designated area of interest

   4. Crowd Monitoring

➤ observe large event areas such as; concerts, parades, or sporting events 

    5. Bomb Inspection

➤ assist with providing an assessment of threats to prevent loss of lives and resources



“The Future of Drones in Law Enforcement”

The anticipated shift of usage for drones in law enforcement is to implement them 
along with specialized equipment that will serve as “weapon-ready” setup with 
tasers, grenades (depending on the situation), and tactical weaponry in combat or 
hostage situations to minimize casualties. 



“Our Experience”

Highlights:

➤ We gained basic knowledge of computer programming

➤ Applied skills to Turtle Graphics, Scratch, and Python

➤ Explored the many applications of drone manipulation

➤ Learned how to efficiently organize collected data

➤ Applied problem solving skills

➤ Incorporated the concept of “team-building”

https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B_usWVz3QHtcQ3Z2azgzZHNlUDA/preview

